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The Virtual Assistant:
Framework and Algorithms

for User-Adaptive Communication
Management
Johannes Schmitt. Matthias Kropff, Matthias Hollick, Ralf Steinmetz

Today, a plcthora of communication teclinologies promises ubiquitous conncctivity. Aspccts such as
conimunication inanagcmcnt and servicc coiitrol arc crucial for efficient and productive usage of the
existing communication services. However, the burden of complex configuratioii and parameterization
of these aspects is typically left to the end user. We introduce the virtual assistant, which aids the
end user to manage his diverse communication iieeds in a technological environment charactcrized
by heterogeneity and dynamics. We thoroughly discuss the requirements for a virtual assistant that
adapts to the communication behavior of thc end uscr and propose a context-awarc architecture to
implement this service. While our architecture is generic, we here instantiate it for the special case
of ubiquitous communications. Our architecture applies methods from the area of machine learning. This
paper lays spccial cmphasis on thc selcction of appropriate lcarning algorithms. As a proof-of-conccpt.
our architecture has been impleinented

iii

a real world coininunication systein.

Existing communication systcms offer a largc numbcr of services and functionalities to ciid uscrs.
However, communication services such as call fonvarding or notification which are designed to assist
the user in his daily work are rarely used, because services havc to be inaintained manually by thc
user. Managing conimunication services by riiles or scripts is often complex and requires tccliiiical
knowledge. Furthermore, static models like fixed rules have to be held up to date inanually and increasc
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the managcment overhead. Ac a conseqiience the added value of communication sewices is limited by
the effort the User has to spend for tlieir appropriate configuratioii.
At the Same time thc amount of digital devices, which can be used as information sources (sensors) in
ordcr to deterinine the user's actual context increases. Examples for information sources are calendars and
addrcss books on mobile phoiics, location t'rom GPS systeins, activity on a PC or other information from
sensors in a user's environnient. We envision that future communication Systems will be able to support
thcir Users likc a private viitual assistant. Thc virtual assistant might incorporate several information
sourccs to handlc a communication request in an optimal way. Thc virtual assistant generates a model
for call inanagement by obsewing tlie iiser's behavior. This model represents the user's communication
dcmands depending on the actual context.
In this Paper, we present a virtual assistant that providcs a User adaptive communication management.
This virtual assistant is designed to cope with changing environments and demands of the addressed
uscr. The assistant provides inechanisms to improve the model generation by incorporating simple User
fecdback. Depending on thc rcqiiirements, thc virtual assistant may bc implementcd as sewice on a scrver
or directly within the coininunication software frainework.

A. Contrihution and Ot~tlirle

The papcr discusses the general architecture for an assistant service, which provides the functionality
and the necessary system components of the proposed virtual assistant. Figure 1 gives a graphical overview
of the proposed architecturc and provides refercnccs to thc corresponding sections.
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Organi~ationof tlie proposed architecturt:

Our contribution can be suminarized as follows:
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We propose the novel idea of a virtual assistant, which autonomously generatcs and adapts a model
of the user's communication behavior to automatically manage the users communication services.
We outline the usage scenario for optimal coininunication management and disciiss related work in

.

this arca in Section 11.
We design an appropriate system architecture for the viitiial assistant based oii the constraints and
requirements for the selected scenario. This design is presented in Section I11 together with thc
corrclatcd terminology of the system elemcnts.
We propose the architecture of our learning system as the central entity of the adaptive assistant
in Section IV. This architectiire comprises the processing phases of inodel evaliiation and modcl
adaptation as well as the dcscription of thc feedback intcrface.
We analyze available algorithins for model building and address the specific challenges, benefits and
novel demands of adaptive model generation within the assistant service. We give a comparison of
the different classes of learning algorithm with focus on properties like robustness and efficiency in

.

Section V.
Wc conclude the paper with a short Summary of the obtaincd rcsults and highlight possible future
fields of application for our virtual assistant in Section Vl.

11. USAGES C E N A R IAON D B A C K G R O U N D

A. Usage Scenario ,for Optimal Comrntinication Management
Today users have to cope with aii increasing number of new communication means, services and
applications. However, the increasing number of conimunication means and the resulting continuous
availability impose additional management cffort to the User.
The attached social implications demand that a User maniially tums ofT its mobile phone during an
meeting. In another scenario person A would like to leave his office for a limited tiine but is urgently
expecting a call from person B. This however rcquires that A Sets and later resets thc call fonvarding
functionality to his mobilc phoiic. Further, whcn a person C wants to talk to pcrson A, A might or inight
not Want to talk to C at the giveii time. If person A is not available, person C inight Want to send A
an email, an instant message, or lcave a message on A's answering machine. Accordingly, A always has
to update the configiiration of liis communication services to define which and when calls shotild be
accepted, rejected or fonvarded.
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nssistant service for VolP call managcnient

Users often Want to use a communication service with a more detailed behavior, e.g., calls should be
redirected to their office only during a certain time frame, whcrcas at home only private coininunication
attempts are desired. The configuration of such detailed call setup maiiagement is usually done by using
static models like rules or scripts, such as the Call Processing Language (CPL) [LS04].
We assuinc that our assistant servicc is able to automatically determine the demanded call handling
metliod as shown in Figure 2. The assistant service selects the appropriate call handling method by using
the context information of the communication Partners and their environments.

B. User-Adaptive Comrnzrrtication Managernenf
Our approach addresses an automatic generation of a model that adapts the user's demands. Benefits
of automatic model generation are:

.

Automatic inodcl gcncration strongly rcduces maintcnancc cffort. The complcxity of the model
increases with the number of available inforination sources, the nuinber of addressed communication
sewices and the level of granularity of the behavior deinanded by the User (e.g. the nuinber of different
contexts). Configuring the system manually by using scripts or rulc based control mcchanism is very

.

challenging especially for technically i~nskilledUsers.
A static configuration of a communication service has to be kept iip to date. An inappropriate

configuration would cause iindesirable behavior, among others by wrong fonvardcd call attempts.

.

Automatic inodel adaptation reduces inaintenance effort as well.
The more infbrmation sourccs rclated to the uscr are available the more precise the determination of
optimal communication manageinent can be. Using information sources from the user's environment
requires the dynamic integration of dynamic and heterogeneous information sources into the
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evaliiation process. Our approach intcgratcs new and unscen information sources dynamically into

.

the model.
The currently used information sources can be hidden from the user's perception. The User does not
nced to know which information sources are relevant aiid how thcy havc to bc proccsscd.

User-adaptive comrnunication inanagement encapsulates two inain tasks:
1) Process a communication rcquest for thc givcn situation in thc inost optimal way. This is

accomplished by aggregating all available context information related to the communication attempt.
The aggregated information is used as inpiit for a modcl to determinc thc appropriatc nianagcment
decision (cornpare Figure 3).

2) Learning from User decisions. By observing tlie user's behavior or by receiving direct feedback the
systcin adapts the inodel to the user's dcmands (compare Figurc 4).
The addressed user-adaptive communication management is perforined in an assistunt service as described
in more detail in Section 1V.

This work is novel in the sense that it combines several research topics, which to our knowledge have
not been combined before. The first research area is a communication platform as targct application area.
The second research area is artificial intelligence and, in particular, its subfield supervised learning, which
we are using as basis for the model generation. Third, context-awareness has become a hot topic in iecent
years becaiise of the ongoing popiilarity that mobile coininunication dcviccs enjoy.
Ferscha er al. [FMR03] take a similar approacli: they use several simple sensors as a basis for suggestiiig
a decision on the current context. with contcxt namcs supplied a priori by thc iiser. Their intcrpretation
of the sensor concept is vcry closc to ours. On the otlicr hand, thcir work diffcrs from thc prcscnted
approacli in some vital points. In contrast to our approach Ferscha et al. addrcss mainly the prouctive
contrxt derermination, while wc considcr determining proper actioiis for the current situation. Proactivity

focuses to forecast future evcnts, but this aspect is ncgligiblc in our contcxt.
Beigl et al. [BGS02] explore also the problem of automated call processing, but with a different focus.
The authors provide examples for context classification on thc basis of a sensor set and inotivate the usc of
several heterogeneous sensors as well. They introduce the Technologv Enahling Aivarene.vs (TEA) project
[Lae99]. TEA includes a prototype mobile phone that can recognize contexts with a high probability,
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althoiigh this occasionally requires considcrable computing time. The practical findings of the TEA project
motivate a deeper aiialysis of machine learning algorithins in order to improve performance for inodel
adaptation.
Microsoft Research proposes a similar approach within thcir No!$cafion Pla?form[HK02]. The
Notification Platfomi uses information from a user's PC to detennine if a User shall be notified about an
incoming e-mail or if the notification would disturb the User in his ongoing work flow. In contrast to our
scenario, their approach is liniited to a fixed set of input values and has fewer restrictions regarding thc
evaluation delay. Additionally the Notification PIatform uses also an a fixed model. i.e., it does not face
the challenge of handling changing user demands.

Tlie following gcneric architecture of the assistant service can be used in various application Scenarios.
The only prerequisite is that there has to be a supesvising entity [Wya97]. That means an entity (the
pcrsoil that uscs thc assistant service) has to train the assistant service with cori-ec! decisions. Wc aim at
a smart cominunication systein as application area for the assistant sesvice. That iinplies a certain Set of
rcquirements. These requiremcnts as well as the tesminology of the system clements are described in this
scction.

A. Design Principles and Rcqziirernents

There are several technical and social requirements for the design of the targeted assistant service:
U)

Mininlurn eflort for the wer: The goal of the integration of an assistant service is to make life

casicr for the uscs. A kcy reqiiirement is that the sesvice does not takc much tiinc from thc user. Thc
iiser shall neither be burdened with programining scripts of any kind nor witli having to acquire any kind
of technical knowledge about the systein. In order to achieve this functionality the system should leam
autononiously.
h) Suliervi.~ioizfy tlie User: It is iinportant that thc User retains control ovcr the behavior of thc

systein.
C)

Adaplivi~:The system has to adapt dynamically and quickly to the changing preferences of the

usei:
d) Evcrl~rationciffor.!: In our application scenario the requests have to be processed in real time.
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e) Management efirt: The assistant service should bc scalable and applicablc for many users in

parallel, i.e., the systein requireinents per User and per request should be minimal.

j) Generic architectzrre: The assistant service should be generic, i.e., it should be flcxible to provide
its functionality for other application areas (e.g., in smart hotne scenarios).
g) Davnamic set oj'injhrrnation: Applicability in hctcrogencous and dynainic environincnts. Hencc

Parameters such as the number and type of infosmation solirces are Open. Also newly available inforination
sources have to be incorporated into the evaluation process.

h) Variable decision model: Also the applied leaming algorithm should not be fixed in order to
apply the one that is bcst suited for the desired task and the specific environment.
i ) I-Iz~manin rhe loop: The assistant service is controlled by human feedback. Regarding this the

assistant scrvice should be able to handle also a ccrtain amount of mistakcnly wrong given fccdback
inessages.

B. System Elements und Ternzirzology
We propose a system that provides user-adaptive communication management. In particular our
architecturc includes the following components: assistant service, service owner. service user, feedback
mechanism, Sensors, sensor-data, context infosmation, samples, leaming algoritliins, and models. In this
section we introduce the individual components of our architecture.
A service is a functionality that a system ofrers to its users. The ossisrnnr service is a special type of
service that is able to decide, which services shall bc applied and how a service has to be parameterizcd.
In our fratnework the assistant service is set up by one entity (the service owner) and another cntity (thc

service user) requesting or using it.
Within in the given communication management scenario from Section 11-A the VoIP systein is the
service user. The VolP system can request the actual state of the called pcrson who is in this scenario
the service owner. The task of the service owner is to inform thc assistant seivice whether its decision
was correct or not - and if not, what the correct decision would have been. This can be done only by the
service owner using the feedbock mechalzism.
,

During a rcquest the assistant service evaluates all available and relevant information regarding the
context of the request. In the scenario described in Section 11-A exainples for information sources are call
specific data like caller-ID, callee-ID, time, device types or the used codec. This Set of inforrnation can
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bc supplemcnted by information sources that are related to both conversation Partners, e.g., an address
book, a calendar, the activity or the location.
Each entity, which can be requested and which provides information about a Person, a situation or
thc environment (c.g.. physical scnsors, databascs or web services) caii be used potentially as information
source. Such pliysical or logical entity is called sensor. We use an abstract definition of sensor: A sensoi. is
uny eritity tliat can give informarion ahouf the current situation. The inforniation that can be obtained from
a sciisor is named sensor-dara. Corirext infoimation describcs thc sct of sensor-data, which was applied
on a certaiii evaluation process, i.e., a fixed set of infornlation that was related to a specific situation.
Thc assistant service providcs the functionality to adapt tlie evaluation process to the servicc owner's
demands. For that the assistant service saves the coiitext inforination, wliich was collected during recently
performed evaluation processes. Another input value is the reaction of the service owner, i.e., his.feedhnck.
The knowledgc of thc assistant servicc about the service owner's dcmands is described by tuple of coiitext
information

{.E) =

X with the corresponding correct decision f ( X ) given by feedback messages. We

name this tuple ({X) , f ( X ) ) sarnple (which is equivalent to the meaning of instances in other works).
The function f ( ) which dcrives the correct dccisions out of the set of sensor-data

{X)

rcpresents tlie

demanded behavior, but it is only knowii by the sei-vice owner. By a learning algor.ithm we consider a
mcthod, which dcterinines a function g() which approximates f ().
A learning algorithm is able to gcnerate such a function g ( ) , the so called model or evaluation model.
Usually a model is not a function in a inathematical notation. Coinmon models are rather a sequence of
processing instructions. There are inany diflerent types of rnodels, but cach with own properties. Often a
leaniing algorithin is strongly coupled with the generated inodel. Details about the appropriate learning
algorithms and inodels for our scenario are described in Section V.

IV. ADAPTIVE
ASSISTANTSERVICE

In thc givcn cominunication managemcnt sccnario as described in 11-A thc assistant sewice is
requested during the call setup. The assistant service has the key role is the user-adaptive communication
mariagement. Its task is to decide, which communication service is appropriate for the given context and
how it has to be parameterized. This section describes the basic principles and the architecture of the
assistant service.
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A. Basic Principles

The assistant service inakes decisions by aggregation and evaluation of information froin the environment. The evaluation is performed by applying thc infomation on a decisioii model. However, coinmon
inodels for evaluation of information are based on static rules or scripts. The proposed assistant service
adapts the model by observing the sewice owner's reaction and leams the dependency behveen the user's
behavior and thc current situation. The basic tasks of the proposed assistant scrvicc can bc scparatcd into
two phases: The evaluation phase and the adaptation phase.
environrnenl

coniexi information

dccision modcl

I
Icaniing algorithm

reaction

decision iiiodel

P'O

Fig. 3.

Phase I: Evaluation

Fig. 4.

Phase 2: Adaptation

I ) Phase I - Evaluation.: Tliis phase is used to perforin decisions as sliown in Figure 3. Decisions
are performed by applying thc information .Y on a modcl g(). This model y() ideally approximatcs thc
demands of the sewice owner f (). The result of the evaluation can be used for controlling other Systems,
i.e., triggering of actions or parameterization of other sewices. The uscr's reaction on the chosen decision
(his feedback) is equivalent to f (X). If fccdback on a pcrformed decision is available, it can bc uscd for
adaptation of the inodel. In this case the adaptatioii-phase can be triggercd.

2) Phase 2 - Adaptarion.: If feedback on a recent evaluation proccss is available, adaptation of the
model can be performed as shown in Figure 4. The feedback is related to a recent evaluation process
respectively to the context information that was used for this cvaluation process. The combination of this
information with the feedback coinposes a sainple. The knowledge of the systeni about the demands of the
service-owner are reflected by the collected set of samples. The evaluation of large sets of sainples during
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the evaluation phase has to be perforined within a minimum ainount of time according to the described
rcquireinents in Section 111-A. Hence it is necessary to deterinine and extract the dependencies, which
are described by thc sainples in advance. For that a learning algorithm processes those samples within
this phasc. The found and extracted dcpendcncics arc used as new modcl g() in thc following evaluation
phases. The challenge is to generate a inodel g ( ) , which ideally approximates the deinands of the sei-vice
, n:,)
owncr f(). ldeally the t'unction g ( ) not only fulfills g(zi,xz,...,X,,) = f ( z i , x z...,

in preferably all

rcccntly obscrvcd situations. Thc highcr goal is to achieve that g ( ~ \ ab,
, ..., X:,) = f (X', ,X ; , .... T;) is
true for a new and unknown situation X'. That means to deduce decisions also for Sets of input values
(X')

for which the correct decision is not known a priori.

Thc combination of both phascs composes a closed cycle. Beyond that the assistant scwice can be
trained by the service owner by filling up the sample Set. This principle makes it possible to control a
systcm by the usage of feedback messages (as described in Section IV-B). Instead of the manual creation
of the model g(), the system can be trained to adapt also a complex behavior.

B. Feedbnclr as Interface for Szipervision

A requirement is that the service owner should be able to retain control over the behavior of the assistant
service. The scrvicc owner must have the ability to supervise the learning algorithm. The service owner
can supervise the system by rcsponding with jkedhack. Lf a rccent decision of the assistant scrvicc was
correct, the service owner may respond with a positive feedback and in case of a false decision. the
service owner inay give negative feedback. Depending on the applied learning algorithm and the usage
scenario thc feedback inay contain also the coirected decision (e.g., the service owner responds with the
expected result). If the demands of the service owner change, Iiis decision will be diflerent and he will
give ncgative fecdback. We call this casc concept dr.iSf (this effect is discussed in Section V-C).

I) Feedback Methods.: Which feedback inethods can be applied depends on the application scenario.
Further it can be differentiated between two ways of iising the feedback mechanism:

a) Iml2licit Feedback: occurs as dircct obscrved reaction of the sewicc owncr on the decision made
by the assistant service. This method is only applicable in scenarios where the service owner has an
appropriatc device for giving feedback. E.g., in the coininunication scenario the callee (who is in this casc
the servicc owner) may react directly on an incoming call by pressing call rejection oii his phone. This
observation can be applied as implicitly given negative feedback. Implicit feedback can be used to obtain
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simple feedback. Usually it can be used to dctermine whether the decision was correct and desired. In
soine other cases the sewice owner may choose one simple feedback out of a small Set.
b) Explicit Feedback: is applied, when the scrvice owner gives fecdback on recently made decisions.

Hence also more detailed feedback can be given, i.e., feedback, wliich contains the expected result can be
generated. On the other hand this method requires also the access to appropriate devices for displaying
the history and for definition of the feedback value.
C. Assistent Service Architectirre
The basic scheme for the assistant service rcsults froin the combination of the workflows of the
evaluation and adaption phase workflow and the feedback mechatiisin. The architecture of the assistant
service as well as the interface of the services are depicted in Figure 5. The cyclic mode of operation of

€3-

assistant service
9. sample db

s=(X?.ffx))

8. feedback
processing

7. feedback f ( X )

A

S

sewice owner

10. learning
algorithm

R'O
models
4. evaluation

sensors

>
>
>

3. sensor lookup
aggregation I 1
preprocessing

T.

- 5. decision g ( x ) *+

service User

I . request

Fig. 5. Generic arcliitccture of the assistant sewicc

the assistant service is as follows:
1 ) A reqzrest made by a service User triggers the systcm.
2) When a request is received, the model g ( ) of the sewice owner is loaded.

3) Information from all sensors X = (zl,z2,.... X,,)is collected and prepared. The sensor aggregation
process can be very complex depending on the applied scenario. the given neiwork architecture atid
the types of sensors.
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4) In the next step the aggregated sensor-data .Y is applied for model evalzration g(X). The sensor-data

X describes the situation for which the evaluation is perforined.
5) The result of the model evaluation is immediately sent back to the service User.

6) After the cvaluation all aggregated scnsor-data is storcd as historv cntry within a database.
7) The service owner can determine whether the made decision was correct using a jeedl7ack mechanism

as described in Section IV-B. A feedback is a simple message that contains the confirmed or corrected
rcsult f (X) and a refcrence to thc related set of sensor valucs.
8) On receiving feedback a sample s = (X, f ( X ) ) is created by merging the feedback with the sensor-

data that was stored as history entry.
9) Thc snniple ~Iatahasecontains a Set of samples S = (X, f (X)) per iiser. A set of samples reflects
the knowledge of the assistant service aboiit the user's demands.
10) The Ienrning algorithrn has the task to generate the inodel g'() on the basis of the given samples

8, which includes also the newly given sample. This model replaces the old inodel g ( ) when it is
stored.
During the operation of the systein, the sample database is enriched with new samples.

V. MODELSA N D ALGORITHMS
FOR MODELADAPTATION

The ability of thc assistant seivice to adapt to the user's demands precisely plays a central role in the
design of our framework. The choice of the appropriate model type and also the appropriate algorithm
for modcl building is very important. Thc propcrties of the obtained sensor-data, thc scnsor-data forinat,
the real time requirement as well as the dynamical adaptation requirement influence the choice of the
appropriate learning algorithin (as described in Section V-A). Usually a model is associated to a specific
set of algorithms for model building. Howcver. each model and cach algorithm feature has individual
propertics regarding the efTo1-t for evaluation, the effort for adaptation, the error tolerante and other
special characteristics. The leaming algorithm and the related model is basically decouplcd froin the
rest of the System. This ensures the flexible iisage in many different environments. If a specific leaming
algorithin proves to be inadequatc for a certain application, it can be replaced by another one. In this
scction we discuss which modcl building algorithms are appropriatc for our application scenario. Towards
the determination of the optimal model building algorithin, we first describe the requirements, which can
be derived froin the design principles given in Section 111-A. We subsequently classiS, existing leaining
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algorithms. This section concludes with an analysis and an overview of the advantages and disadvantages
of the suweyed classes of algorithins.
A. Reqtliremertts for Model Generation und Processing
The implications of the systeins requirements of Section 111-A applied to the model and the algorithm
for model generation for usage within thc assistant services arc as follows:
C)

Minimzrn~deluyfor requesrpr-ocessirrg.: The focus in this work is on providing an assistant sewice

for real time communication sewices. Thc model has to be evaluated in real tiinc including tlic collection
of sensor data. Each model has distinctive properties such as the necessary evaluation effort (see Section
V-D). The delay for model processing and also the delay for model generation strongly depends on the
applied algorithm typc as dcscribed in Section V-E.
B. Accurucy of the ohtairled restrlrs.
Obviously, the quality of decisions strongly depends on the quality of the applied information (Quality
of Information - QoI). Common learning algorithins generally assutne thc sample data sct to be corrcct,
coniplcte and consistent. However, in reality this can not bc assured duc to thc following rcasons:
1) In a sample the wrong decision is assigned to a set of sensor values. This can happen if Users give

wrong fcedback by mistakc.
2) Errors in the sensor values. Some sensor values can be false due to noise and blur in the sensor or

the conununication between the sensor and the Server.
3) Missing sensor valucs (c.g. temporary unavailable scnsor). A problematic situation occurs when

a specific sensor type should be used for evaluation witliiii the model but no adequate sensor or
comparable sensor is available. Either an interpolation technique should be applied to determinc a
substitution for this value, or a model should bc used, which also can handle also missing valucs.
Acciirate decisions can be achieved if the situation can be described by sensors, i.e., the assistant servicc
can switch to the dcsircd behavior only if a sensor (that is significant for the decision) clianges its state.
However, self-learning algorithms are designed to deal with erroneous data, i.c.. a certain amount of errors
can be handled, depending on the applicd algorithm and the Count of samples and sensors.
C. Concepr

Die$.

A sample Set is created by assigning a set of sensor values to the correct decision (i.e. that is demaiided
by the sewice owner). The correct decision depends on the behavior of the sewice owner and is named as
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coilcept. Usually a Person (that is the service owner) changcs his behavior over time. This case is defined

as concept driji. Since the interaction of the system with the User should be minimized, we can not assume
to receive an explicit notification when concept drift occurs. Consider the case when the feedback for a
given set of Sensor values contradicts the actual inodel. The system has to differentiate whether this is a
case of concept drift, or whether it is merely a false feedback that has to be discarded.
Reusing in the formal specification of Section 111-B, the concept drift problem is as follows: A sainple
is a tuple s = (X, f (.Y)).Tlie user's behavior is represented by a Set of samples S = {s). Imagine
a number of c = 1.71 samplcs containing thc result f ( X ) in a situation X . When thc user's behavior
changes, tlie User furtlier on responds with the feedback f f ( X ) in a similar situation X. In case of a
lcarning algorithm where all existing samples are weiglited equally (see Section V-E.l), the system will
nced c + 1 samples related to thc ncw behavior (X,f f ( X ) ) until the model gencratcd by the self-learning
algorithin represents the new behavior. Concept drift processing is done in order to minimize the required
new exan~plesiintil the new behavior of thc iiser is adapted and represented by the generated model.

D. Qual!fied Basic q p e s of Learr1ir7g
In this section existing learning algorithms are categorized into type classes regarding their properties
likc model building stratcgy or targeted application area. Each typc class will be analyzed in order to
show if algorithms of this type class are qualified for appliance in the virtual assistant (i.e. if they fit to
the given requirements of Section 111-A).
The task to learn by observation is perforined by inductive learning algorithms (Inductive Learner). All
inductive learning algorithms share the cominon feature of incorporating a hypothesis, but thc exact way
of Iiow and wlien to incorporate the hypotliesis niay vary, which leads to different classes of Learner. An
overview of the considered classes of inductive learning algorithins is shown in Figure 6.
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A key requircment is that the service owner shall retain control about thc behavior of the System. A

supervising entity must have the ability to influence the decision process. Hence algorithms which support

supervised learning are basically qualified for the further selection process of leaining algorithms. One
intention of using a model is to reprcsent the service owncr's demands. In our use case thc usagc of a
model should also shift processing effort from the evaluation phase to tlie adaptation phase as shown in
Section IV-A. With respect to this, the Set of inductive learning algorithms is commoiily separated into
two catcgorics: Lazy Learner and Eagei- Learner [Doin97].

I ) L q v Learnei:: During the adaptation phase a Lazy Learncr usually Stores all samples in an ndimensional space (with n being the number of sensors involved). Since Lazy Learner project all features
in an n-dimensional space. they directly deal with continuous features and there is no need for prior
discretization. Finally, Lazy Leainers arc well siiited to accommodate thc notion of incrc.rnc.nto1lt)arning,
i.e., the gradual addition of exainples to the training Set. A Lazy Learner is lossless, i.e., the inodel contains
all information of the applied samples. K-Ncarest Neighbor is a well known Lazy Learner algorithin. Wliilc
evaluating a new sample, Lazy Learners takc into account similar examples from this n-dimensional space.
Hence during evaluation, the algorithm performs lookups within this n-dimensional space. A Lazy Leainer
produces very few effort during the adaptation phase, but (depending On thc amount of samplcs and their
dimensionality) much more during the cvaluation phasc. This property makes algorithms of thc Lazy

Learner category unusable for fulfilling our time critical evaluation requirement.

2) Eager Learner.: Abstractly described an Eager Learner perfonns a Pattern matching on tlie set of
samples and generates a model, which describes the extracted Patterns. In comparison to Lazy Leariiing
only a subset of processing instructions have to be pcrformed during thc model cvaluation phasc. For a
complexity analysis eacli algorithm and its model has different dependencies like the nuniber of samples,
sensors, or the size of the resulting Set. For example, the evaluation of a Naive Bayes model has linear
complexity, whereas the evaluation of a Dccision Trcc modcl usually has logarithmic coniplexity rcgarding
the amount of related sensors. Models of Eager Learner are usually able to fulfill the requirement of
bounded maximum processing time. On the other haiid a model of an Eager Learner is lossy, i.e., the
model does not contain all information, whicli Comes from the applied samples. This property inay gain
importance when an Eager Learner is applied as Online- or Incremental Learner (see also Section V-E).
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3) adapt model
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TABLE I

COMI>ARISO~<
C)I; BATCH-A N D I N C K E M E N T A LLEAKNING.
ACCORDtSG '1'0 [SAR04].

E. Model Bl~ildingStrafegie.~
Algorithins with different strategies for model building exist. They were designed in order to fulfill tlie
req~iirementsand constraints for different fields of application. Model building is not as time critical than
model evaluation. On thc othcr hand, while the human supervisor can give feedback to thc systcm, he
probably would like to see or to test iinmediately if the given feedback was adapted by the system in the
desired way.
Models and the algorithins for model building can be also divided into two basic strategies: Oflfine-

Learner and Online-Learner. Per definition Online Learner do not store samples, i.e., after using a samplc
for model adaptation thc sample can be discardcd. On thc othcr hand Offline Learner do store samples,
i.e.. that Offline Leamer have access to all stored sainples [Sar04].
The Offline Learner can be divided into two classes concerning the mode of operation: Batch Learner
and Incremental Learner.. Table I compares the methods of operation for both types.
In the previous section a distinction on thc basis of thc strategies for model building was performed.
Plcase note that one can not strictly scparatc betwecn Online- and Offline Learner respectively Batch and
Increinental Learner, i.e., also hybrid variants exist (e.g. Online Learner with Partial Instance Storage).

I) Qfline-Butch Lenrner:: Lcarning algorithms which bclong to the class of Batch Learncr are
commonly known from data-mining applications. Batch Leamer iise a priori constructed samples and
stop learning once these samples have been proccssed. Those leaming algorithms are commonly applied
on datasets of large size, with different formats and even containing empty values. Algorithrns for model
building are usually applied for pattem matching on two dimensional datasets. Hence in principle they can
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be used within the assistant service, whereby onc dimension is equivaleiit to one sample and the second
dimension is achieved by sorting the samples of a User using the time of creation.
Among others wc arc considering algorithms also known froin data-mining [HKOl], [FWOO] or inachinc
learning application [Mit97]. Batch Learner provide a relative long history of development and inany
approaches are commonly used. The ability to interpret the whole amount of samples provides ihe main
advantage for Offline Leamer. By taking all samples into account, global optimizing stratcgics can bc
applied and finally more precise models can be generated. On the other hand Batch Learner are basically
not designed for incremental adaptation of the model. Thus thcy producc much more cffort during modcl
building because they require a coniplete rebuild of the inodel, proccssing all samples. A niain disadvantage
is the missing capability of handling concept drift (see Section V-C).
2) Ofline-lncrernental Learner: Historically niachinc lcarning has focused on non incremental lcaming

tasks [GCOO]. Algorithms of the Increinental Learner class provide the functionality to add one sample to
an existing model without rebuilding the complete inodel. The effort for model building can be reduccd,
but global optimizing stratcgies can not be applied. Incrcmcntal Lcamcr arc often bascd on Batch Lcainer
algorithms, i.e. some Batch Learner can be extended with an update-rnethod. Incremental Leariier are
pxeferable regarding the demanded minimal System requirement of the assistant service because they need
lcss etfort for inodcl adaptation. However, under thc assumption concept drit? they producc the samc
problems as Batch Leamer.
3) Online Learner.: Thcre is a rclation between lncremcntal Learner and Online Leamer. Onlinc
Leamer are based on an incremental strategy. In contrast to Online Leamer, which basically do not
store any samples, an Incremental Leamer may also save and may take all reccnt samples into account
for model building. Usually an Online Leamer provides intelligent fo~etting,i.c., sainples which arc old
or conflicting will be discarded. Examples for Online-Learner are the algorithms STAGGER and Winnow
[Lit88].
An Online Learner uses only the recent model g ( ) and the new sample ( X , f ( X ) ) for building the
new model. Hence an Online Lcamer may be more imprecisc than an Offline Learner, but this can
be compensated by involving statistic factors and heuristics [Sar04]. Every time when a new sample
is processed the model is adapted. whereas usually a new sample overrules old conflicting behavior
descriptions. For this rcason an Onlinc Lcarner providcs fast adaptation to changing uscr demands. An
Online Leamer is iinplicitly designed to handle the effect of concept drift (as explained in Section V-C).
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4) Online Learner ivith Partinl Instance Storage.: The partial instance storage is a hybrid solution

between Offline and Online Learner. These solutions Store a certain amount of samples. However, usually
only actual samples are saved and old detached sainples are thrown away [Ma102]. A pure Online Learner
uses only the model and the new samples. An Onlinc Learncr with Partial Instanee Storage uses a subsct
of tlie information, which is given by the samples. The option to access the samples which are actually
ucrive (used within the model), is used to compensate the loss of information which is gained during model

building by gcncralization and discrctization. The algorithms LAIR, HILLARY and FLORA are bascd on
the concept of STAGGER and Winnow but they iise partial instance storage [EW91],[IWL88],[WK96].

F: Meta Algori fhms for Onlir~eLearning
,

An additional way to perform Online Learning can be obtained by the iise of a special type of meta
algorithin. The meta algorithm in~plementsthe tasks for sample (instance) nlanagement in the Same way as
an Online Leamer does. Further the meta algorithm cncapsulates a common Offline Learner. By applying
such a meta algorithm on an Offline Leamer can be converted to an Online Leamcr (usually with partial
instance storage). A main advantage of the usage of a meta algorithm is the ability to incorporate the
features of Offline Learner and to change the encapsulated algorithm as needed. MetaL(9) and MetaL(I9)
are examples for stich Meta Algorithnls for Online Learning [Wid97]. Through this dynamic instance
manageinent a Meta Learner provides also an effective way to handle concept drift. When the meta
algorithm adds a new san~ple,the advantages of incremental leaming can be used. On the other hand, in
case of an Offline Learner a rebuild of the whole model has to be performed when a sainple has to be
removed from the model.
G. Suinnlaty

-

Qtialified Models und Algorifhnls

Table I1 gives a high level coinparison of the different classes of learning algorithm. We compare the
following properties: effort for model building, capability of concept drift handling and the functionalitylquality of available approaches. Thc fui.ictionality/qiialityvalue represeiits an overall rating of the
fiinctionality provided by tlie algorithm (capability to process continuous values, missing Sensor values,
optimizing strategies, etc.) and the quality of the resulting model.
Concept drifi handling is a major issue for the addressed virtual assistant. That means the algorithm has
to provide Online Learning properties. Offline Leainer in conjunction with a meta algorithm and Online
Learner (with Partial lnstance Storage) are qualified for the deployment within the assistant sewice.

T
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TABLE I1

H I G HL E V E L

COMPARlSON OF L E A R X I N G A L G O R I T H M CLASSES

Further restrictions are given by requireinents of the target application scenario of the assistant service
(sec Section 111-A). Depcnding on thesc requircmcnts thc optimal algorithm has to be chosen. Common
use cases will perfornl learning in an increinental manner. In these use cases Batch Learner and Meta
Leamer will produce gencrally more processing time for model generation than Ii~crementalLearner or
Online Lcarner. On the othcr hand the accuracy and fiinctionality providcd by the algorithm has to bc
taken into account. Common Offline Learner are considered more mature in comparison to the majority
of the Online Learner approaches.

In this Paper, we proposed the virtual assistant architccture, which is able to assist a User in pcrforming
complex communication management tasks. To this end we analyzed the design conditions and system
requirements and described the proposed control cycle for the learning process. Further, we investigated
modcls and algorithins for model building and sclected the qiialified ones for our exemplary telephony
application. In our approach model generation is assisted by related Sensors information and verified by
only a minimum amount of active end user feedback.
We relieve management complexity from the end uscr, helping to increase the consumer acceptance for
existing and fiikirc communication services. We envision, that due to thc geiierality of the assistant service,
the proposed architecture can be applied in further scenarios. E.g., the usage of the assistant service in
combination with an IP comniunication system will offer mechanisms to prcvent thc user being bothered
by Spain over IP telephony (SPIT). This goal can be accomplished by leaming call pattcrns (caller ID,
time, source domain) that match with SPIT calls to suppress such cominunication requests later On.
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We have built a prototypical iinplcmentation of our assistant service to validate the applicability of our
virtual service inanager. Novel applications a i ~ dvalue-added services become feasible by applying the
new assistant service.
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